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Before we move too far into our coverage of embedded SAP BPC, we should examine its architecture—the SAP BW tables, queries, and Integrated Planning objects that will be used moving forward.

10 Embedded SAP BPC Architecture

Embedded SAP BPC provides quite a bit of flexibility and options to meet customer planning and reporting requirements. Sometimes, we have so many options that half the challenge is figuring out when to use each one! As we go through this chapter, we'll emphasize a given business scenario first, discuss its architecture second, and then go through the configuration steps third.

In this chapter, we'll discuss the end-to-end process to set up a basic embedded SAP BPC planning scenario. We'll go through the buildup of the SAP Business Warehouse (SAP BW) InfoProviders, the Integrated Planning (IP) objects, the SAP BW Planning Query, and then how to use the query and a basic planning function in the SAP Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) add-in. After that, we'll talk about how MultiProviders, DataStore objects (DSOs), and local providers can be used in planning scenarios as well.

10.1 Setting Up the Embedded Planning Model

In this section, we'll go through the use cases and set up of a real-time InfoCube, the IP objects, the SAP BPC objects, and the EPM add-in report and action pane from start to finish. The main idea in this first pass is to give you a feel for how the components work together in an end-to-end scenario and do the deep dive later in Chapter 11 and Chapter 13 on reporting and planning and forecasting, respectively.

You need the following components for a planning scenario:

- Real-time InfoCube
- Aggregation level
10.1.1 Using Real-Time InfoCubes

InfoCubes represent a type of activity, whether it’s being used for reporting or planning. It has a group of homogeneous characteristics and key figures to meet the task at hand. Recall that real-time InfoCubes are write-optimized InfoCubes; they are the primary tables used in embedded SAP BPC 10.1.

As a point of reference, in standard SAP BPC, the real-time InfoCube is generated when you create the model; it can only use InfoObjects in the SAP BPC namespace, and only one key figure is allowed. So if we compare real-time InfoCubes used for the embedded version to real-time InfoCubes used for the standard version, four main differences stand out:

- Embedded InfoCubes use standard InfoObjects.
- Embedded InfoCubes can have multiple key figures.
- Embedded InfoCubes are created from SAP BW, not SAP BPC.
- Embedded InfoCubes use the normal SAP BW namespace.

As a result, using normal SAP BW objects means that you can share data more easily, resulting in less data redundancy, and you can use more than one key figure, which provides data modeling flexibility.

But using real-time InfoCubes in embedded SAP BPC involves a bit more discussion than it did in standard SAP BPC. With standard, when you create a model, the system generated the real-time InfoCube and associated MultiProvider automatically. Recall from Chapter 3 that each standard model always has one corresponding real-time InfoCube and one MultiProvider. In embedded, you create the real-time InfoCube first, and then you create the SAP BPC model. Furthermore, embedded SAP BPC models can use one or more real-time InfoCubes, DSOs, local providers, and VirtualProviders, so now it’s much easier to merge data from multiple sources.

Despite the fact that standard SAP BPC models can use different types of InfoProviders, real-time InfoCubes will remain the primary choice because DSOs, local providers, and virtual InfoCubes are intended for more specialized scenarios as we’ll explain shortly.

Before we start talking about how to create a real-time InfoCube we need to think about the planning activity first because that will drive the selection of InfoObjects of the InfoCube. In our scenario, we need to do product planning by material group by year for pricing data initially and then quantities revenue and costs by material and period later on. Because there isn’t a delivered InfoCube that meets this requirement exactly, we’ll create a custom real-time InfoCube.

To create an InfoCube, just go to Transaction RSA1, and right-click on an InfoArea, and choose Create InfoCube (Figure 10.1).

In Figure 10.1, InfoCube WSAN1_G00 is used as a template to bring in most of the required InfoObjects. Of course, the Real Time checkbox is checked, and because with SAP BPC 10.1 we’re using SAP HANA, this is by default an In-Memory InfoCube.
Choose Create, and the system brings in the InfoObjects from the template Info-Cube (WSAN1_G00) (see Figure 10.2).

Before SAP HANA, InfoCubes were star schemas with table joins from the surrogate ID (SID) table to the dimension table to the fact table, and characteristics were grouped into dimension tables (Chapter 3). With SAP BW on SAP HANA, the InfoCube is flattened out. The SID tables join directly into the fact table, and there is only one dimension table, which is used to keep track of uncompressed request IDs.

To see the dimension and fact table, review the structure for the InfoCube via EXTRAS • INFORMATION LOG/STATUS • DICTIONARY/DB STATUS.

As you can see in Figure 10.3, there are only two tables in this InfoCube: the fact table /BINFOCUBE/FPRODPLAN and the dimension table /BINFOCUBE/DPRODPLAN.

After you activate the InfoCube and return to Transaction RSA1, you can see the icons that signify the InfoCube as a Real-Time InfoCube that is an SAP HANA-Optimized InfoCube (see Figure 10.4)

At this point, you can create an aggregation level on the real-time InfoCube. Of course, you can actually create the aggregation level from the context menu (right-click) of an InfoArea, but let’s do it from the planning modeler because that’s where the other IP objects are maintained.

10.1.2 Using Aggregation Levels

You might recall that our real-time InfoCube has more InfoObjects than necessary for the initial planning phase. The real-time InfoCube has period, material, quantity, revenue, and cost InfoObjects that aren’t needed until later.

So you need to create a structure that only includes the InfoObjects required for this planning phase. This is called an aggregation level, and one of its main purposes is to provide a slice of the real-time InfoCube for your planning activities. After you create the aggregation level, you’ll also need IP planning functions, filters, and planning-enabled queries. All of these objects are created against the aggregation level.

Because planning-enabled queries are created against aggregation levels, the aggregation level is therefore an InfoProvider. It doesn’t contain any data, so it’s basically a view created against the real-time InfoCube.

To create an aggregation level, go into the planning modeler. From the SAP EASY ACCESS screen, open BUSINESS PLANNING AND SIMULATION, and choose RSPLAN – BI INTEGRATED PLANNING, or go to Transaction RSPLAN, as shown in Figure 10.5.
When you enter Transaction RSPLAN, you arrive at the InfoProvider screen that includes five buttons for the five objects used in RSPLAN:

- **InfoProvider**
  In this screen, you maintain characteristic relationships and data slices, and specify which planning sequences need to be executed as data is saved.

- **Aggregation Level**
  The aggregation level forms a conceptual slice of the real-time InfoCube for a planning scenario, and it owns other planning objects. They can be created against real-time InfoCubes, DSOs, MultiProviders, and local providers.

- **Filters**
  Filters are used primarily to define the data region for planning functions bundled into planning sequences.

- **Planning Functions**
  Planning functions are used to perform mass updates in planning scenarios such as copying actual to plan, deletions, and calculating revenue.

- **Planning Sequences**
  Planning sequences are used for testing and for bundling planning functions to be executed in real time or in batch mode.

The first thing to do in Transaction RSPLAN is select the real-time InfoCube InfoProvider (PRODPLAN, as shown in Figure 10.6) so that you can configure it for planning activities.

To configure the InfoProvider for planning, choose Edit. Figure 10.7 shows the metadata view in the InfoProvider tab. There are also tabs for the following:

- **Central Settings**
  You can select a planning sequence to be executed when data is saved and set a key date for time-dependent master data selections.

- **Characteristic Rels**
  You can provide valid characteristic combinations when planning and also perform derivations.

- **Data Slices**
  You can lock a data region to prevent data changes when a process has been completed. SAP BPC work status creates data slices automatically, so you don’t need to create them here.

To create the aggregation level, return to the main Transaction RSPLAN screen, proceed to the aggregation level screen, and choose Create. Then name the aggregation level, and select the PRODPLAN real-time InfoCube InfoProvider that it belongs to, as shown in Figure 10.8.

The resulting configuration screen looks the same as when you created the real-time InfoCube, except that the real-time InfoCube’s InfoObjects automatically appear on the left under Basis InfoProvider, as shown in Figure 10.9.
Based on the planning requirement, all you have to do is drag and drop the InfoObjects you need into the aggregation level on the right. As you can see in Figure 10.10, all of the InfoObjects in the real-time InfoCube have been selected except for Posting Period, Material, Sales Unit (Unit is referenced to Quantity so it needs to be included), Total Variable Costs, Sales Quantity, and Revenue. In other words, the planning activity is yearly planning so you don’t need Posting Period; you’re planning by material group only, so you don’t need Material; and so forth.

After the aggregation level is activated, you can use it to create planning functions.

### 10.1.3 Using a Copy Planning Function

IP provides quite a few planning functions, and being able to use them in embedded SAP BPC is a big advantage. We’ll be spending quite a bit of time going over these in Chapter 13.

To create a planning function, you leave the Aggregation Level screen and move into the Planning Function screen. When you choose Create, you can select the function type, provide a name and description, and select the aggregation level, as shown in Figure 10.11.
This planning function will be used in a scenario where you plan prices in version B1 and then copy them to version B2, where you can run a revaluation function to mark them up or down.

In the next step, shown in Figure 10.12, you can start to parameterize the function in the Edit Planning Function screen. Because you’ll be changing values only in version B2, select Version in the Fields to be changed column. Because the prices will be copied to version B2 for any currency, fiscal year, and material group, you don’t need to select any Fields for Conditions. We’ll spend more time on this in Chapter 13.

To specify that version B1 is the source and B2 is the target, open the Parameter screen (see Figure 10.13), and select B1 as the From value and B2 as the To value.

After you save the planning function, you can proceed with the planning query.

### 10.1.4 Using Planning-Enabled Queries

One of the main features of any planning system is the ability to perform manual input planning in Excel workbooks. In this example, this means the EPM Excel add-in. To do this, you need a planning-enabled query.

Planning-enabled queries must be created on an aggregation level and not on the real-time InfoCube. More could be said about how to use the basic and advanced planning related features of the BEx Query Designer, but for our purposes, we’ll stick to the basic query features and the fundamental planning settings so that you have a very clear understanding of the components and how they depend on each other. Also, this scenario uses an aggregation level on the real-time InfoCube, but we’ll cover queries on aggregation levels on MultiProviders, DSOs, and local providers later in this chapter.

To access the Query Designer, go to your Start menu. Choose All Programs → Business Explorer → Analyzer. In the Add-Ins tab, select Create New Query. In the Query Designer screen, choose New Query, and select the aggregation level.

When you create queries for SAP BW reporting scenarios, you can always pick and choose which InfoObjects to include in the query. In a reporting scenario, for example, if you don’t need to report by material group, you can simply choose not to include it in the query.

When creating queries for planning, however, the rules are a little different. In this case, you need to include every InfoObject in the query to allow for manual input planning because when doing manual planning, every cell must represent single characteristic values. In other words, any characteristic that isn’t in the
rows or columns must be included in the filter and restricted to single values. In this case, the business requirement calls for year and material group in the rows with three columns for prices in version B1, B2, and B. The three columns will include the price key figure that is restricted to version B1, B2, and B. The scenario for the three key figures is to allow the planner to test prices in B1 and B2, and, when they are ready, they will copy their final price to version B, which will then be used in the next part of the planning process.

Fiscal year variant will always be set to K4, so you can put that in the Characteristic Restrictions. Fiscal year will be selected by the user at runtime, so it’s placed in the Characteristic Relationships as well and restricted by a variable.

The Currency will initially be USD, but the planner is allowed to change it, so we’ll put that in the Default Values. Because Currency is in the Default Values, it’s available in Free Characteristics for the business user to add it into the rows or columns.

In Figure 10.14, you can see that every InfoObject is in the Rows, Columns, or Free Characteristics except for Version because that will be included in the columns as part of the three restricted key figures. Fiscal Year Variant is restricted to K4 (CAL Year, 4 Special Periods). To restrict it, in the context menu, select Filter • K4, and then click OK.

Currency was restricted to USD in the Default Values using the same technique. Fiscal Year is restricted by a variable so users can choose the year to plan on when they run the query.

To restrict the first column Sales Price per UM to version B1, simply double-click it, add the version to Details of the Selection, and restrict it to B1. Figure 10.15 also shows that the Description has been changed to B1 Price.

For this query to be plannable, you need to set at least one key figure to be input ready. Figure 10.16 shows the Planning tab and under Change Data, Input Ready (Relevant for Locking) has been selected. The three options under Change Data are used for the following purposes:

- **Not Input-Ready (Not Relevant for Locking)**
  Use this to read the data without blocking others from changing it while you’re viewing it.
Not Input-Ready (Relevant for Locking)
Use this to read the data but lock it so no else can change it while you’re viewing it.

Input-Ready (Relevant for Locking)
Use this to allow write access and block others from changing it while you’re viewing it or changing it.

Figure 10.16 Planning Settings for a Key Figure

To adopt these settings, click OK, copy B1 Price, rename it to B2 Price, and restrict it to B2. Then, copy B2 Price, rename it to B Price, and restrict it to B; however, in this case, you want this key figure to be written to only via the planning function, so Change Data will be set to Not Input-Ready.

When at least one key figure is set to allow input, the query will be set to open in change mode when initially executed. In the query Properties shown in Figure 10.17, the query is now set to Start Query in Change Mode.

The business requirement for this example calls for the rows to be available for input. Queries normally only display characteristic values if they have postings in the InfoProvider. Of course, because this is a planning scenario, and you haven’t created any data yet, you need to set the characteristics to display based on their master data. To do that, just select Fiscal Year/Material Group in the Rows, go to the Properties on the upper right, and in the Extended tab, choose Master Data, as shown in Figure 10.18.

Let’s summarize the planning-related settings in our query:

- Key figures are set to allow input.
- The query is set to run in plan mode.
- The characteristics are set to display based on master data.

So let’s test the planning-enabled query in the BEx Analyzer by choosing Query - Exit and Use.
In the result set in Figure 10.19, B1 Price and B2 Price are available for input based on the light blue border in the data cells, whereas B Price isn’t and therefore just has the black border.

In this case, the BEx Analyzer is only being used for testing because the ultimate UI will be the EPM add-in in Excel. To be able to use the EPM add-in, however, you first must create an embedded environment and a model.

10.1.5 Using Embedded SAP BPC Environments

If you have experience with standard SAP BPC, you know that when you’ve created environments, dimensions, and models in that version, the system generated the corresponding InfoArea, characteristic, and real-time InfoCubes in SAP BW—all in their own namespace.

In contrast, embedded SAP BPC environments don’t have a corresponding InfoArea, and the characteristic and real-time InfoCubes aren’t created from the environment’s administration UI because they already exist in SAP BW with the normal namespace. So why do you need an environment? In essence, the embedded SAP BPC environment provides a framework that allows you to use work status, BPFs, data audit, web reports/input forms, and the EPM add-in. After we’ve walked through the creation of an embedded environment, we’ll do some more comparisons to standard environments.

In the administration screen, standard SAP BPC environments are still created by copying from an existing environment. Embedded SAP BPC environments, on the other hand, can only be created from scratch by choosing Create.

Because embedded SAP BPC environments don’t generate any SAP BW InfoAreas, characteristic, and InfoCubes, it doesn’t take very long to create them. To create an embedded environment, go to the web client, choose the currently connected environment at the bottom of the screen, and then choose Manage • Manage all environments • Create.

In the resulting Create an Environment popup (see Figure 10.20), the Type defaults to Unified (remember: embedded was initially referred to as “unified”).

After you input the Environment ID and Description and then choose Create again, the new embedded environment is available for use.

In Figure 10.21, you can see the initial web client view with the Library screen selected. To do configuration in the web client, just go to Administration (see Figure 10.22). In Administration, you can use the hypertext links to configure anything from Models to Data Audit.

You can now create an embedded model.
Before we discuss the configuration of embedded SAP BPC models, let’s talk about what purpose they serve. Embedded SAP BPC models are used to select InfoProviders to report or plan on. In addition, these models and their linked InfoProviders contain the configuration for data profiles, work status, data audit, and BPFs.

So how many embedded models will you need? The answer always depends, but, in general, you’ll most often use one model for each InfoProvider. For example, in the simplest scenario, a real-time InfoCube is linked to one embedded SAP BPC model. If you’re using a MultiProvider, then you only need one embedded model for that as well. Conceptually, the model represents the type of reporting or planning activity. If you need to do CapEx and HR planning, you’ll use a model for CapEx and another model for HR, and so forth.

Now that we’ve discussed the use case for embedded SAP BPC models, we can go into the configuration steps. To create an embedded model, go to Administration and choose Models. Then the Create New Model dialog opens as shown in Figure 10.23.

After providing an ID and Description, select an InfoProvider, as shown in Figure 10.24. When you go through the MultiProvider scenario later in this chapter, you’ll select several InfoProviders.

By choosing Next and then Create, you attach the model to an existing real-time InfoCube. If you want to view the structure of the underlying real-time InfoCube from the web client, you can just select the model’s link; in the Structure tab, you can see the Characteristics and Key Figures as shown in Figure 10.25.
The Aggregation Levels and Related MultiProviders tabs display the structure of the related aggregation level and MultiProvider.

**Note**

Because the real-time InfoCube is compressed in SAP BW using process chains, the embedded web client doesn’t contain the model optimization option like the standard version does.

Now that the embedded model is complete, you can configure data access profiles, work status, and BPFs. It’s also available for web and EPM add-in planning and reporting.

### 10.1.7 Using the EPM Add-in Workbooks for Basic Planning Scenarios

The EPM add-in for Excel is, of course, the main user interface for planning and analysis of embedded SAP BPC data. Building workbooks that include multiple EPM reports, drop-downs, buttons, and VBA for before and after events, and so on will take up a large portion of the development in an implementation.

Chapter 4 describes all of the basic and advanced features of the EPM add-in for standard SAP BPC models. This chapter describes all of the basics when using EPM add-in on embedded connections. In Chapter 11, we’ll get into the finer points of how the EPM add-in works when connected to embedded models.

To access the Excel EPM add-in, you can get there from the web client and use a system-generated connection, or you can use the Start menu and create a new connection. For this discussion of how to create a new connection for the embedded version, launch Excel from the Start menu, and go to the EPM tab. Of course, after you create a connection, it will be available the next time you log in.

In the EPM tab, go to Report Actions, and choose Manage Connections. In the Connection Manager, create the connection with the parameters as shown in Figure 10.26.

If you’re familiar with standard SAP BPC, you’ll notice that there is a new connection type: SAP BW (INA Provider), with INA standing for Information Access. This new connection type is required for embedded and provides the following services:
Work with SAP BW queries with or without variables.
Retrieve data using EPM reports
Enter and save data using input forms
Execute IP functions using data processes

Let's walk through the parameters in Figure 10.26:

- **Connection Name**
  Enter a name of your choice, or use the Generate Connection Name button at the bottom of the screen.

- **Custom System**
  Provide the server name manually.

- **SAP Logon**
  Use the server from your SAP GUI logon.

- **System Name**
  Enter a name of your choice.

![Figure 10.26 Creating an Embedded Connection](image-url)

When using the new connection, you get the EPM – Query Selection screen, as shown in Figure 10.27. In the top part of figure, you can search for either queries or workbooks.

If you want to run a plannable query, you can enter a character string such as \texttt{prod} under Query Selection, and the system will return with a hit list of available queries to pick from. If you want to use a query more than once, you can make it a favorite by clicking the star icon under the Favorite column.

Notice that the Create Report From Query option is selected on the lower left of Figure 10.27. This will automatically create an EPM report based on the default query view. Choose OK, and the EPM-Set Variable prompt for fiscal year pops up. After you select 2015, the EPM report is displayed in Sheet1; you can then enter prices for B1, for example, and use the EPM Save Data button to store the data in memory (see Figure 10.28).

In Chapter 11, we'll go through the EPM ribbon, EPM Context area, and EPM pane on the right in more detail, but for now, we just want to mention that the Transfer Data option is only available for embedded SAP BPC connections. The Data Manager tab is only for standard SAP BPC connections.
To use a planning function, select the Data Processing tab on the lower right, right-click the EPM connection, and select a planning function. In this first pass, select the Copy function, and add it to the EPM connection, as shown in Figure 10.29.

Then choose Execute to copy the prices from version B1 to B2.

In Chapter 12, we’ll add a revaluation function to mark up or mark down prices, a delete function, and then a copy function that will take either B1 or B2 prices via a variable and copy to the final price data in version B.

For now, however, let’s save the workbook for future use by choosing Save as Input Form to Server Folder on the EPM tab. In the Save dialog box, save the new workbook to the Public Folder so others can access it.

That just about completes our initial goal of an end-to-end pass-through. However, there is usually a need to view the data in the database for debugging purposes, to clear up confusion over what a planning function is doing to the data, or to show how the system writes delta records when data is changed. We also need...
to discuss compression because that plays a slightly different role now that we’re on SAP HANA.

10.1.8 Browsing and Compressing Data in SAP BW

To take a comprehensive approach, we also need to take a look at the data first from SAP BW and then from the SAP HANA modeler.

But before we look at any data, let’s look at what data we’ve entered and saved in advance for this test example:

- Enter “25” for JUC.
- Enter “25” for WAT, and save the data.
- Enter “35” for JUC.
- Enter “0” for WAT, and save the data.

We then compressed the real-time InfoCube with zero suppression turned on. Compression, you might recall, is used to reduce the redundancy of the database by aggregating data over common key fields.

Now, you can use the SAP BW Transaction LISTCUBE to display the data in Figure 10.30. Enter the InfoProvider, press (F8), and choose Fld Selection for Output • Select All. Then press (F8) twice.

Before compression, the records in Figure 10.30 demonstrate that the real-time InfoCube works the way it always has: delta records are written to the database to get the net result (i.e., JUC has a delta of 10 to get a net of 35, and WAT has a delta of –25 to get a net of 0). After the zero-based compression, there is only one record (–35 for JUC); because the records for WAT net to zero, they were eliminated.

Compressing data in InfoCubes normally is carried out in a process chain. To do it manually for test purposes, follow these steps:

1. Go to Transaction RSA1.
2. From the context menu of the real-time InfoCube, choose Planning Specific InfoCube Properties • Change Real-Time Load Behavior.
3. Choose Load Mode to close the open request ID.
4. Choose Plan Mode • Continue.
5. Choose Manage, and then go to the Collapse (compress) tab shown in Figure 10.31.
6. Select the With Zero Elimination checkbox, and then click Release.

Here you can see that with SAP BW on SAP HANA, InfoCubes no longer have a Rollup tab because aggregates aren’t used with SAP HANA. In addition, there is no Performance tab either because the data statistics aren’t relevant when SAP HANA is being used.
10.1.9 Browsing Data and Statistics in SAP HANA

Because SAP HANA has modeling and ETL capability, there will be no doubt that some development work in SAP HANA in support of SAP BPC planning and analysis scenarios. You may also want to browse the data in SAP HANA as well to erase any doubts regarding what the application is doing to the data or to debug.

In Chapter 9, we discussed some of the basics of SAP HANA along with the important planning implications; and now we’ll browse the data in SAP HANA and view the memory consumption statistics.

Let’s take a look at the data using the SAP HANA Administration Console. To access the Administration Console, go to **Start / All Programs / SAP HANA / SAP HANA Studio / Open Administration Console.** Under **Systems**, right-click, choose **Add System**, and enter the information shown in Figure 10.32. The **Host Name** and **Instance Number** can be accessed from your SAP HANA administrator.

![Figure 10.32 Adding an SAP HANA System](image)

Choose **Next**, and then enter your **User Name** and **Password**, as shown in Figure 10.33.

Choose **Finish**. Expand the **Systems** tab on the upper left of the screen, open the **Catalog** folder, right-click on the table, and choose **Filter**. Enter your InfoCube name, and choose **OK**. Right-click the fact table (/BINFOCUBE/FPRODPLAN), and choose **Open Data Preview**.

![Figure 10.33 SAP HANA Connection Credentials](image)

Figure 10.34 shows basically the same data before compression as you saw in SAP BW: the two initial prices of 25, 10 for the change to 35, and –25 for the change from 25 to 0.
After zero-based compression, there is only one data record (Figure 10.35), as you saw previously. Because this data browser hits the fact table directly, the surrogate IDs (SIDs) are displayed. For example, the SID for version (SID_VERSION) is 4, which is an alias for version B1.

Embedded SAP BPC works the same as standard SAP BPC when it comes to writing delta records to the real-time InfoCube. Both embedded and standard applications compress the data as well. In addition, compression also triggers a merge of the data from delta storage to main memory in SAP HANA, which improves performance because subsequent reads won’t have to merge the data from delta and main memory.

To see this in the SAP HANA Administration Console, right-click the fact table, and choose Open Definition. Go to the Runtime Information tab shown in Figure 10.36.

Before compression, the Memory Consumption in Main Storage (KB) is 23 and Memory Consumption in Delta Storage is 153. After compression, Main increases to 56 and Delta goes down to 92 (see Figure 10.37).

Let’s review this end-to-end excursion using Figure 10.38. We started in SAP BW with the real-time InfoCube, and then created the aggregation level and copy planning function. In the Query Designer, we built a planning-enabled query on the aggregation level. In the web client (based on HTML5), we created an embedded environment and model. Finally, in the EPM Excel add-in, we created an EPM workbook. (We’ll work with web input forms in Chapter 11.)
In our scenario, we only used one real-time InfoCube, but in many cases, you’ll need to use multiple InfoProviders. For example, you might want to store granular actual data in one InfoProvider and less granular plan data in another. Or you might want to plan on product price data in one InfoProvider and at the same time plan quantities and revenue in another. You can do this with a MultiProvider.

**10.2 Using MultiProviders**

Just as a refresher, remember that MultiProviders can be used to union data in other InfoProviders. Although there is no data in a MultiProvider, it’s a structure that you can use in reporting and planning scenarios that involve multiple InfoProviders.

Of course, we could have used a MultiProvider in our previous scenario by adding an additional InfoProvider to it for the quantity and revenue planning. In reality, you should always use MultiProviders even if you only need one real-time InfoCube because they provide flexibility for modeling changes such as adding a new InfoProvider or switching to a different InfoProvider. Therefore, using MultiProviders provides a lower cost of maintenance for design changes.

Our new scenario calls for two real-time InfoCubes under a MultiProvider (Figure 10.39): PRICEPLAN and REVPLAN. The key difference between the two real-time InfoCubes is that PRICEPLAN has the price key figure, whereas REVPLAN has the revenue and quantity key figures.

The components you need for this scenario are essentially the same as in the previous example with one InfoCube except you need a MultiProvider:

- Real-time InfoCube
- MultiProvider
- Aggregation level
- Planning function
- Planning query
- Embedded environment
- Embedded model
- EPM workbook with an EPM report and planning functions

### 10.2.1 Creating the MultiProvider

The data model of the MultiProvider from Transaction RSA1 is shown in Figure 10.40. In this example, all InfoObjects from both real-time InfoCubes have been included in the MultiProvider, as well as the output from the characteristic and key figures.

Follow these steps to create a MultiProvider:

1. Go to Transaction RSA1.
2. In the InfoProvider tree, right-click on an InfoArea, and choose Create MultiProvider.
3. Input a Name and Description, and click Continue.
4. Select the relevant InfoProviders, and click Continue.
5. Select the desired InfoObjects, and choose Identify Characteristic • All • Continue • Continue • Identify Key Figures • All • Continue • Continue • Activate.
Before we head to Transaction RSPLAN to create the aggregation level, we should point out that because MultiProviders don’t store any data, you can’t use the characteristic relationships, use the IP data slice, or run planning sequences as data is saved. Those features, however, are inherited from the underlying Info-Providers, so you can only choose View in the InfoProvider screen of Transaction RSPLAN.

### 10.2.2 Creating Aggregation Levels for MultiProviders

In this scenario, the aggregation level is created on the MultiProvider not the real-time InfoCube directly. In Transaction RSPLAN, you can see the aggregation level, as shown in Figure 10.41.

If you have experience with MultiProviders, you know that the system provides a characteristic called InfoProvider. In Figure 10.41 you can see it in the Chars. folder. The InfoProvider characteristic can be used to select data in the underlying tables.

For example, if you were to create planning functions on this aggregation level, you could use the InfoProvider characteristic to read prices from the price InfoCube and multiply it by quantity in the revenue InfoCube to calculate revenue.

### 10.2.3 Creating Queries in the MultiProvider Scenario

The InfoProvider characteristic is also needed in the query. Figure 10.42 shows that the Characteristic Restrictions for InfoProvider include the Price Planning and Revenue Planning real-time InfoCubes.

In addition, because you’ll be planning on key figures in both of the real-time InfoCubes, the key figures need to be restricted by the appropriate InfoProvider. For example, in Figure 10.43, you can see that the key figure Sales Qty CC1000 is restricted to the Revenue Planning InfoCube.

---

**Figure 10.40** MultiProvider Structure from Transaction RSA1

**Figure 10.41** Aggregation Level on a MultiProvider
In contrast, the Price key figure is restricted to the Price Planning real-time InfoCube, as shown in Figure 10.44.

To use the query in an EPM workbook, you need to create an embedded SAP BPC model.

**10.2.4 Creating Embedded Models in the MultiProvider Scenario**

To create an embedded model, go to the web client, choose Administration, and click the Models link. Then just choose New, enter the ID and Description of the model, and click Continue.

Next select the Price Planning and Revenue Planning InfoProviders shown in Figure 10.45. You may have expected that you would select the MultiProvider at this point, but the SAP BPC features such as data audit, security, and work status all relate to the InfoProviders themselves, which is why you select them and not the MultiProvider.

After selecting the InfoCubes, choose Next, and then Finish. Now you can use the planning-enabled query in the EPM add-in.
10.2.5  EPM Add-In for the MultiProvider Scenario

You’ll use the same process as before to open Excel and connect to the new model and then use the new query to generate an EPM report (see Figure 10.46). Notice the **Not Assigned** member for material group in row 3. This appears in the result set because the query filter is set to **Juice**, **Table Water**, and **#** (not assigned).

The **#** can be used in a planning scenarios when you want to plan at a higher level and distribute the unassigned values. For example, you could input a sales quantity of 300,000 in row 3 for 2015 and input **#** for material group to run a top-down distribution that would zero out the 300,000 for **#** and distribute it to 150,000 for juice and 150,000 for table water (assuming an even split). In Chapter 12, we’ll discuss this in more detail.

In summary, we’ve discussed how to create MultiProviders, aggregation levels, and planning-enabled queries on MultiProviders. In the web client, you created the model based on the two underlying InfoProviders as well.

Now that we’ve seen how to use a MultiProvider in embedded, let’s take a look at how embedded SAP BPC works with another VirtualProvider.

---

**10.3 Using Composite Providers**

Composite Providers are used for unions just like MultiProviders except that they can be maintained by business users in SAP BW Workspaces. Workspaces are easy-to-use Web Dynpro screens in which business users can model their own ETL solutions in a controlled environment.

Composite providers can also be used to perform joins and, because the join is executed on the SAP HANA database, it’s therefore suitable for mass amounts of data.

Composite providers can include a local provider, for example, and a real-time InfoCube to access global plan data. You can then create an aggregation level on top of the composite provider and, therefore, the touch point to the ABAP Planning Manager in IP, as shown in Figure 10.47.
Composite providers are a good example of how SAP HANA helps to provide data modeling options for planning by making data consumption so much easier.

Now that we've seen how to use a MultiProvider and composite provider in embedded SAP BPC, let's take a look at how to plan with DSOs.

10.4 Using DataStore Objects

Recall that real-time InfoCubes used with MultiProviders are the primary InfoProviders for embedded. DSOs can be used to fit more specialized scenarios such as for price planning and comments. In addition, planning-enabled DSOs handle data changes a bit differently, so we’ll discuss that as well.

To use a DSO in embedded SAP BPC, you’ll need to create the following objects:

- Planning-enabled DSO
- Aggregation level
- Planning functions
- Planning query

Of course, you would normally include the DSO in a MultiProvider and build the aggregation level on the MultiProvider in real-life scenarios.

10.4.1 Creating a Planning-Enabled DSO

To create a DSO, just go to Transaction RSA1, right-click on an InfoArea, and choose Create DSO. Input a name and description, and use a template (here, tsw370s00) if you want to copy in a set of InfoObjects (see Figure 10.48).

After choosing Create, you can change the DataStore type (use the pencil icon) to Direct Update and check the box next to Planning Mode to make it plannable. These settings can’t be changed after there is data in the DSO.

As shown in Figure 10.49, we’ve moved all characteristic into the Key Fields folder, which is required to make it plannable.

If ever you need to expose the DSO data via an analytic view in SAP HANA, just check the box next to External SAP HANA View for reporting. The package in SAP HANA where the view is generated is set up in Transaction SPRO, and the
SAP BW analysis authorizations are automatically created in the SAP HANA privileges.

When the DSO is activated, the system creates an active table that will be used to store the data (i.e., direct update DSOs don’t have three tables like standard DSOs do, and planning-enabled DSOs can’t be loaded via SAP BW ETL).

In Transaction RSPLAN, you can use the characteristic relationships, data slices, and central settings (i.e., run planning sequences as data is saved) for planning-enabled DSOs.

### 10.4.2 Creating an Aggregation Level for a DSO

An aggregation level for a planning-enabled DSO must contain all of the DSO InfoObjects, as shown in Figure 10.50.

The process to create a model for the DSO in the web client is the same as for a single real-time InfoCube, for example. Although you can’t use data audit for a planning-enabled DSO, all of the other features such as work status, BPFs, and data profiles are available.

![Figure 10.49 Creating a Planning-Enabled DSO](image)

**Figure 10.49** Creating a Planning-Enabled DSO

### 10.4.3 EPM Add-In for DSO Scenario

There are no unique settings in planning-enabled queries on DSOs, so we’ll go right to the output in the EPM add-in after running the query (see Figure 10.51).

![Figure 10.50 Aggregation Level for a DSO](image)

**Figure 10.50** Aggregation Level for a DSO

![Figure 10.51 EPM Add-In for a DSO Scenario](image)

**Figure 10.51** EPM Add-In for a DSO Scenario
In general, the EPM add-in functions the same for a DSO as it does for a real-time InfoCube or MultiProvider. However, here the delta buffer for a DSO works in overwrite mode.

### 10.4.4 DSO Delta Buffer

For example, if you change the CM1 contribution margin for IPHONE4 from 12 to 20, and IPHONE5 from 5 to 0, then the DSO only stores the latest data and not the original value of 12 and the incremental change. After saving 20 and 0 from the EPM add-in, Figure 10.52 shows the database values.

**Figure 10.52** The Data in a DSO after Saving Changes

### 10.4.5 DSO Price Planning

If you need to do price planning, consider using a planning-enabled DSO because it offers unique aggregation on parents. Generally speaking, you don’t usually want to aggregate prices because the total would be meaningless.

In plannable DSOs, if the children have different prices of 1.20, 1.30, and 1.50 EUR, the parent (Water) value will display as NONEX in Figure 10.53. On the other hand, if all of the children of a parent have the same prices of 1.20 EUR, then that price (1.20 EUR) is displayed for the parent.

Let’s look at another use case for DSO price planning. If the product prices are different, the planner can input a price for the parent (Water) and that price will be used for the individual products. For example, if you enter 25 for Water, then all three water products would have a price of 25. In addition, if one of the water products doesn’t have a price, then the price for water would display as a *.

**Figure 10.53** DSO Price Planning Example

### 10.4.6 DSO Comments

Aside from the price planning feature, you can also use plannable DSOs to store comments. Comments can be used to record planning assumptions in the database, and then other users can run reports on the comments.

The architecture is shown in Figure 10.54. A planning-enabled DSO is included in a MultiProvider along with a real-time InfoCube. The real-time InfoCube contains the transaction data, and the DSO is used to store the comments. The input form has a separate column for comments and that column is a key figure in the DSO with planning-enabled input.

The length of the comment can be up to 250 characters.
Using Local Providers

The main use case for local providers is to provide a quick ad hoc reporting and planning solution. Local providers are tables in SAP HANA that can be used without any corresponding SAP BW InfoObjects, so it’s potentially a low cost of development alternative that can be configured without any support from IT.

Local providers aren’t new with SAP BPC 10.1. They were originally offered as part of SAP BW Workspaces, which is a small sandbox for business users to perform ETL activities.

To use a local provider in a typical embedded SAP BPC planning scenario, you’ll need the following components:

- Local InfoProvider
- Embedded model

### 10.5.1 Creating a Local Provider and Model

The use case for a local provider is based on a planning user who has a flat file of actual data to upload into a database and then perform both manual input and automatic planning via planning functions to further develop the result set. In this particular example, assume that you don’t want to use any existing InfoObjects as well. The flat file for the example has a header row and two rows of actual data (see Figure 10.55).

To create the local provider, go to the web client, and choose InfoProviders → Local Providers → New in the Administration screen. Enter a name and description, and choose Next.

In the subsequent step (Upload Data File), you need to upload a flat file that is used to derive the structure of the resulting SAP HANA table and to provide the initial result set. The flat file needs to have a .csv extension. As you can see in Figure 10.56, these are the normal settings used in flat file loads to indicate if there is a header row, data separators, decimal indicators, and so forth.

In the next step, Map InfoObjects, you can turn on data audit to track who made changes to the data. This causes the system to add audit fields into the SAP HANA table.

Figure 10.57 shows QTY and REV selected as the key figures. SAP HANA will create these as data fields.
In the Type column, select the data type for each field. For characteristics, you have the following Type options:

- **Character String with Leading Zeros**
- **Date (saved as yyyymmdd)**
- **Time (saved as hhmmss)**
- **InfoObject**

If you select InfoObject, you can select a characteristic and also choose whether to use its conversion routine or not.

For the Key Figure fields, you have the following Type options:

- **Integer**
- **Decimal**
- **Floating Point**
- **InfoObject**

If you select InfoObject here, you can select a key figure.

In this example scenario, use Character String for characteristics and Integer for key figures. While you’re creating the local provider, you can also create the model on the fly. In the next step (Create Model), enter a model ID and description (here, “LMODEL” as shown in Figure 10.58).

Finally, the system displays, among other things, the name of the aggregation level and query that it created automatically (see Figure 10.59). At the time of writing (fall 2014), the query must be created manually.
10.5.2 An Aggregation Level for a Local Provider

You can view the generated aggregation level in Transaction RSPLAN. Figure 10.60 shows the generated field names beginning with @3B. Although they appear under the InfoObjects folder, they don’t exist in the normal SAP BW Data Dictionary but only in SAP HANA. Note that the aggregation level is considered to be an InfoProvider and can be viewed in Transaction RSA1.

![Figure 10.60 Aggregation Level for a Local Provider](image)

**Note**

The description Workspace Aggregation Level of Local Provider serves as a reminder that local providers first came on the scene as a component of workspaces as mentioned earlier.

10.5.3 Query and Workbook for a Local Provider

In the query for the local provider scenario, all of the fields of the aggregation level have been placed into the query. The characteristic restrictions are set to single values, the characteristics in the rows are set to display on master data, and the key figures are set to allow input, as shown in Figure 10.61.

When the query is rendered in the Excel EPM add-in, the data can be manually changed, and planning functions can be executed if desired. Updated values for IPAD have been entered, as you can see in Figure 10.62. QTY was changed from 1000 to 1100, and REV was changed from 10 to 15.

![Figure 10.61 Planning-Enabled Query for the Local Provider Scenario](image)

![Figure 10.62 EPM Excel Add-In for a Local Provider Scenario](image)

10.5.4 View Data in SAP HANA for a Local Provider

When you view the data in SAP HANA, you can see in Figure 10.63 that the data changes of 100 for QTY and 5 for REV are stored in memory.
Because you turned on data audit, the SAP HANA table also includes four audit fields:

- User
- Data mode – PLAN
- Timestamp
- Source

See Chapter 13 for more information on data audit.

**Summary**

In this chapter, we touched on most of the major components for embedded SAP BPC architecture: real-time InfoCubes, MultiProviders, DSOs, composite providers, and local providers. You now know the positioning to use for each one. We moved into the IP planning modeler in Transaction RSPLAN, and you saw how to create aggregation levels and planning functions. We created several planning-enabled queries and described the key planning settings. We then ran the queries in the Excel EPM add-in, and you saw how to run IP functions from the data processing panel.

We’re now ready to take a look at how to perform reporting in embedded SAP BPC, starting with the BEx query in plan mode and moving into the EPM add-in in Excel and the web client.
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